13.1ft Wing Banner with Spike Base
Item Code: SIC-FB-SWING-3

FOB Price:

$91.42/pc

Mini Order:

1 pack (5pcs / pack)

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

70.4lb (32kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
Features:
. Includes a wing flag with full color, CMYK digitally printed graphics.
. Carbon composite fiber poles, superb flexibility to prevent breaking.
. Ground spike - for use on grass or earth.
. Flagpole is lightweight .Simple handling, no tools required.

Description:
Wing Banners are great for indoor and outdoor use and are available in a range of sizes. The innovative rotating mechanism allows them
to ‘feather’ out the wind and they are effective individually or in a cluster. Our wing banners are made up of 2 piece aluminum pole and 2
piece carbon pole that inside into `the` hem of a digitally printed and a full-color polyester weave banner that stands upright on the steel
base. This portable flag stand are not designed to be used in winds exceeding 20 MPH.

Note:
Graphic artwork and printing idea are both accepted.
Graphic file requirement?
. CMYK Color Model
. Resolution must be 72-125dpi
. Convert all fonts to outlines and include all fonts used

Details
Material
Banner Size
Pole Height (without flag)
Pole Height (with flag)
Package/pc
Package Size/ctn
G.W./ctn
Base

Pole: Aluminum,Carbon; Base: Steel
35.5" W x 130" H(90cm W x 330cm H)
177"(4.5m)
157"(4m)
Double canvas bag
6"x9"x58"/5pcs(16x23x146cm/5pcs)
70.4lb(32kg)
Spike

Total Height

13.1ft

Graphic

With

Tags
Wing Banner Wing flag Wing Flag Banner

QA

Q

I want to make a “sale” flag banner, what kind of information should I offer you to print?

You should let me know the words position on the flag, the color of the word and backdrop. Then we will make some

A

proofs to you after you confirm the order.
Reply by sign-in-china

Q
A

Can you do the double sided printing on both sides of the flag?

Yes, you can have this requirement but the price should be higher than print single side.
Reply by sign-in-china
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